
FISHING IN THE KAVIRONDO GULF, LAKE VICTORIA.

By C. M. DOBBS.

Hi~'IORl' OJ' THE INDUSTRY.

Although fiE!hingby natives along the shores of the Gulf has been
carried on from time immemorial, it was only in 1905 that the fishing
industry proper was started by Mr. Aarup, a Norwegian, who found
by experience the best size and kind of nets to use.

Mr. Aarup, who was almoE!tblind, appears to have done a lot of
pioneer work in the industry, and definitely proved that the best mesh
was wh!\t is known as the 5 inch. This gives a mesh of ~bout 2
inches square. At first shoemakers' twine was made into nets locally,
but this was not successful partly owing to the inferior lasting qualities
of the twine and partly owing to the slipping of the knots which
allowed the fish to escape. Trials were also made with cotton nets
of thicker thread. These nets however took no Carp (Ngege and
Mbiru) but caught Risinga (Fwani). Subsequently nets were obtJined
from Messrs. Wm. Barbour, Lisbourn, Ireland, and these were found
so successful that they ousted all the locally made articles and are
the only Elort used at present. *These nets are sold in the Risumu
Baz.aar at a price of Shs. 17/- to 18/- and are 100 yards long, 5 inch
mesh and 26 mesh deep, 35 twine three ply. They are of a drab
colour and the thread is very fine. White and tanned nets are useless.
Trials were made with thicker twine (No. 20) but thecatchell were
small.

The average life of a net is said to be Ilbout 20 days, but in the
hands of Europeans they have a longer life and sometimes last up to
two or three months unless they meet with accidents as when a
crocodile gets entangled in them.

In 1921 when the industry was more flourishing than it is to-day
up to 20,000 nets were imported annulJ,lly from Ireland.
RESTRICTIONS:

The use of nets with a mesh of under 1 inch square if! forbidden
by law. Trawling is also forbidden except in water of 16 feet and over,
and at a distance of not less than a quarter of a mile from the shore;
this means that trawler,s cannot be used in the Gulf as it is all very
shallow.

* A large number of nets are also supplied to the Kisumu Bazaar by Messrs.Joseph Gundry & Co., Jlridport. There is also a certain demand for
White Nets.-Editor.
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LAWS AND REGULATIONS:

The law in regard to fishing in Lake Victoria is contained in an
enabling Ordinance entitled The Fish Protection Ordinance, 1908
(Caps. 163 Laws of Kenya) and regulations promulgated l1t various
times by His Excellency the Governor. This Ordinance gave the
Governor power to regulate fishing, impose fees and registration of
boats, issue licences and determine times of fishing. The first rules
published under the Ordinance were the Victoria Nyanza Fish
Protection Rules, 1914, Government Notice No. 123, page 682 of the
Offioial Gazette for 1914. 'These rules were applied to all that part of
the Lake Victorial lying within the then East Africa Protectorate and
to the mouth of every river. It contained the following Regulationll:

(1) All persons fishing for sale or barter were required to register
yearly. The fee was 300/- for all non-natives of Africa. No
fee was charged for natives.

(2) All registered fiE!hermen were required to register all boats,
nets and stakes.

(3) No mesh was to be less than 1 inch square.
(4) Trawling was prohibited nearer than quarter of a mile £rom

the E!horeand in water less than 16 ft. deep.
(5) No nets or stakes were to be placed in a fairwllY.
(6) Fishing grounds with nets to be buoyed.
Later in the year the Victoria Nyanza Fish Protection Amendment

Rules were promulgated (Government Notice No. 181 of 3/8/14
Official Gazette, page 864). These defined II natives" aE!being South
Kavirondo, Kisumu, and North Kavirondo niltives and any other
natives of African not of European or Ashttic origin who are in the
employment of a non-native who is duly registered.

Further rules were published on 14/2/19 (Victoria Nyanza Fish
Protection Rules, Govt. Notice No. 50, Offioial Gazette, page 103).
These provided tha any person other thfl,n a native-who is exempt
from registration under other rules-who employs natives to catch fish,
shall be liable to registration and to other provisions as if he were
himself a person employed in catching fish, and any person buying or
bartering fish for resale or barter either by wholesale or retl1il shall
be registered as if he were employed in catching fish.
METHODS OF CAPTURE:

The fishing industry is in the hands of Indians who own the boats
which are manned by natives. These natives in addition to their pay
get a few of the fish caught. The vessels used are locillly built fiat
bottomed boats 25 ft. long, 6 ft. beam and 2 ft. deep and cost about
£50 each. They carry a lateen ,sail and the crew is generally five.
They go out in the afternoon and lay the nets ,at ,sunset taking up the
catch before daybreak and returning in the morning. Asembo Bay,
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Drying Nets at Nanga Fishing Village, near Kisumu.

Fishing Fleet near Nanga Fishing Village, near Kisumu.



C<tnoes <1nd Fishing Boat at N ang<1 Fishing Vill<1ge, near Kisumu.

N ang<t Fishing Fleet, near Kisumu.



Two Rafts ",nd one Fish T"i111i1nd Weir i1t mouth of Kibos River.

Fish Trilps (Musi1thi) near mouth of Kibos River.



Fish Wei,' (Kew) at mouth of Kibos Rivel',

Kavil'Ondo raft near fish weir at mouth of Kibos River.



Fisherman in Canoe, Kach Bay, Kisumu.

Canoe on Lake Victoria.



Kadimu, and Karachonya are the best fishing grounds. Fewer fish
are said to be caught during the full moon and the takes are greater
when the nights are dark and rainy.

The boats put out 10 to 20 nets each, i.e., 1,000 to 2,000 yards.
During the building of the Eldoret Railway one European who supplied
fish to the labourers manipulated up to 8,000 yards of nets.

The 5 to 5! inch mesh takell the Ngege, Mbiru, Mumi, Kamongo,
Seu, Suma, and sometimes Sira. Occasionally ~ net of a 3 inch mesh
is used and this takes the Ningu, Sira, and 080ga.

These nets run on a coir rope top and bottom. The top is
!supported by corks and the bottom weighted with iron rings. They
only catch fish while drifting and any check through catching on an
obstruction will render them useless. The nets ~re often damaged by
floating islands, boats, and crocodiles.
FISHING CENTRES:

There are three Indian fishing villages in the Gulf, at Seme,
Asembo, and Nanga The last is only three miles south of Kisumu
and is the only one near enough to supply fish for the Nairobi market.
MARKETING AND COST:

The fish for the Nairobi market are brought in by natives in .sacks
on Sundays, Mondays, Tuesdays, and Thursdays. They are cleaned
by Kavirondo women under a tree on the Lae shore near the station
and are packed in ice and despatched to Nairobi by the 2-25 p.m.
train. The Kavirondo women obtain the entrails as their perquisites
and the Indian who superintends takes the gills which appear to be
regarded as a delicacy and are extracted before the fish are packed.
The fish are packed in ice in large chests The ice costs 18 cents a
pound and one pound is required for each fish. The freight to Nairobi
is Shs 3/50 per 100 lbs. Together with the other incidental expenses
it costs about 25 cents to send a fish to Nairobi. When the fish are
plentiful the usual price is 25 cents a fish in Kisumu m~rket.
ADVERSE TIMES FOR FISHING.

The months April to August are not good fishing monthll and
during these" months the natives entirely give up fishing in the Lake
with drag nets and confine themselvell almost entirely to catching
fish in the river weirs (Kek).
SPAWNING:

Most of the Lake fish epawn in May, June and July. Carp
(Ngege and Mbiru) are plentiful during the other nine months. The
carp (Kavirondo Ngege) spawn in shallow water with sandy
bottom at a depth of 8 to5 ft., and are thus immune from
capture by nets which cannot be used in such shallow spots. They
do not spawn in the Gulf except in rare ~ but choose the spa.wning
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beds near the Islands where the bottom is aandy. The female BCOOptJ
out ~ circular hole and deposits the eggs and the male then fertiliBe&
them and takes charge hanging over the nest and keeping away
sediment by the action of the fins and tail till the young hatch out.
This f!tnning motion keeps fresh water passing over the eggs.

It seems probable that the fish' come up the Gulf to spawn and
are then caught. A continu!tnce of this year after year may he
exterminating the Gulf fish. There is not any close season under the
Ordinance. It is possible that the natives cliLtchfry near to the shore
under the impression that they are full-grown fish of a small type.

It will be noted that there is a certain amount of divergence. of
opinion as to where the fish spawn. My authority for stating that
they do not spawn in the Gulf is Mr. Oorloff, ex-Government Assistant
Surgeon, who is It local authority on Lake Victoria fish.

DECLINE OF INDUSTRY: DIMINISHING CATCHES.

There appears to be no doubt whatever that fish taken in the
Lake are decreasing and varioua reasons have been brought forward
to account for this. Mr. Acton, Superintendent of Inland Revenue
and Conservancy, dealt with this in his annual report report for 1923
and the figures he gave are of interest and worth quoting:

Sum collectedAverage retail
Year.

for licences.price of fish.

Shs.

Cents.
1917-18

......16,350...60

1918-19
·.....14,530·..70 to Shs. 1/-

1919-20
......19,350·..50 to 75

1920-21
......19,200·..50

1921 (9 months) ...
16,300·..40 to 25

1922 '"
·.....9,900...25

1923 ...
·.....8,120...25

The following are the corresponding figure,s for the subsequen' years:

1924 .
1925 .
1926 .
1927 to 31/5/27

8,700
10,500
8,250
5,700

He states as follows: •• During 1923 thl!! fishermen appeared to
have great difficulty in paying the annual licence of Shs. 300/- and
although given a good deal of time in which to pay most of them
had to be summoned to force payment.
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BASKET TRAPS.

1. Angu, used by women.
2. Angu, used by men.

3. Musati.
4. Sienyu.



POSSIBLE REASONS FOR DECLINE:

The decline in the industry appears to be due to three main
factolS:-

(a) Fewer fillh in the Kavirondo Gulf than formerly.
(b) Decline in retail prices giving less profit.
(c) Poverty of the fishermen.
In regard to (c) it may be rem~rked that during the yea.reof high

retail prices many wealthy merchants, Goans and Europeans, were
engaged in fishing. These have since withdrawn and the cla6s no~
carrying on the work usually have to buy nets and bOilotson credIt
or pay heavy interest on borrowedmoney, destroying the fishers' small
profit and causing more and more to abandon fishing"

It is generally admitted that the catches of fish are leBathan
they were. In the ellrly years the average oatch is .estimated to have
been over 25 fish per 100 yards of net while the boats operated at
only about a mile from ahore. In later years the catoh fell to IS per
net and to get these the boats have to go from 12 to 15 miles out.
The number of boats has also fallen off. At the height of the
industry's prosperity there were 150 boats working on an average 10
neta per boat. Some boats worked as much at!20 to 25 nets.
NATIVE METHODS OF CAPTURE: NETS.

Turning now to the methods employed by the ordinary natives
living along the Lake shores we find that fish are caught by drag nets,
weirs, traps, harpoons, long lines and to a very amall extent with
fishing rods. The drag nett! used p,remade of papyrus stema fastened
close together and are about 5 ft. deep. They are made in two sizes,
the larger size being called by the Jaluo " Gogo •• and the amaller
" Ogoda." One end of the net is towed out by men in canoes some
distance into the Lake and is taken round in a hal£circle so as to
enclose a considerable area of water. The two enda are then drawn
towards the shore 80 that the net brings in with it any fish that have
been enclosed. When it is fairly close in men wade into the water
with long baakets (Dholuo, Aunga) and capture the fish in these.
These baskets ae a form of trap made on much the same principle as
a lobster pot and consist of a IlJ.rgecone of basket work about 6 ft.
long with a t!maller cone inaide it pointing in the same direction.
The inner cone is open at the end so that when a fish enters at the
wide mouth of the basket it swims through the hole at the end of the
inner cone and gets imprisoned in the apace between the two cones.
BASKET TRAPS, PORTABLE AND STATIONARY.

A smaller form of Aunga is used by women, called Aung~Ketenga.
There are two varieties of this, one with the double oone and one with
only a single con.e. When using the double cone bnes they plaoe three
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or four in a line on the bottom. They then go Ilome distance in front
and frighten the fish into the traps. The single cone traps are used
by the women in a different way. They hold the baskets in both
h~nds with the wide part facing towards them and wade backward.
in ahallow water drawing the backets along the bottom towards them.
When the fi.sh enter the basket they raise it out of the water in a
perpendicular position. The following fish are caught by this means:
Nyawino, Ndera, Ningu, and Akunga (eels). The Nirigu is not CD-ught
in rivers during May, Jun.e and July as it goes to the Lake then
presumably to spawn.
BASKET TRAPS USED AT WEIRS.

Enormous fish weirs (Dholuo, Kek) are a feature of the rivers of
Kavirondo. Some of these are built of wood and some of stones and
extend right across the rivers from b.ank to bank. At intervals in the
weir there are gaps and basket traps (Dholuo, Musathi) are used on
the upper side of these holes to catch the fish as they paSll through
up str.eam. The MusJ1thi are similar in principle to the double coned
Aunga, gut are made of reeds fastened together longitudinally, while all
types of Aunga are plaited.
PORTABLE TRAPS.

Another form of· basket fish trap is the Sienyu. This is also a
oonical basket with a hole at the top or narrow end. The native using
it wades along in shallow water pushing it down at intervals on to
the bottom of the lake or river. If a fish happens to be imprisoned
it is heard splashing inside and the native puts his arm through the
top hole Stnd pulls it out. The Sienyu ia also mad~ of reeds fastened
together longitudinally.
STATIONARY TRAPS, BAITED.

In addition to the foregoing there is another kind of basket trap
used called Omuongo, which is almost identical with Q European
lobster pot and uSf:\dwith bait and in the same way.
FISHING SPEARS.

Fish are sometimes harpooned by natives wll.ding in the water.
The harpoon used is narrow and has no barb and is called by the
Jaluo Bedthi. Mumi and Kamongo are speared in this way.

The natives of Mohuru are sltid to go out in canoes on moonlight
nights with grass torches and harpoon the fish.
FISHING WITH ROD AND LINES.

Fishing with rod and line is indulged in principally as an amuse·
ment and by juveniles. Long rods made from a tree called Poo are
used by men. Hooks (Dholuo, 0100) .are bought in the bazaar. The
bait used is a aort of worm (Dholuo, Oniambo) found in the mud.
Mumi (barbel) are caught in this way. The line is made from
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316,000
180,387

Population.
33,000

6,000
18,000
10,000,
18,000
26,000
15,000
19,000
22,000

papyrus fibre. Small rods made from a tree called Osire are used by
children. A dried piece of 'mtamastalk ia used as a float. Nyawino,
Nthira, Osoga, and Sire are caught in this way. The bait used is
Oniambo or a piece of groundnut. Long lines, Mugondo, with a large
number of hooks are sometimes used. Theae are left in the water for
some time with floats at intervals to buoy them up.

FISH USED FOR LOCAL CONSUMPTION.

As most of the fish caught by natives is not eaten fresh, but dried,
the whole of the population of these locations could easily eat fish
caught on the Lake shore. In fact there is no doubt that dried fish
is transported and eaten by the natives very much further inland tha.n
these Lake shore locations. The whole Jaluo population of Central
and South Kavirondo will eat fish if they can get it. The population
is approximately as follows:-

Central Kavirondo ...
South Kavirondo (Luo)

The two Districts which border on the Lake shorea in Nyanza
Province Jlre Central and Routh Kavirondo. The natives living close
to the shore in both thee Uistrictsspend a large part of their time
fishing. It has been estiIHdted that about two to three thousand in
each District are more or less permanently employed in this work.
They use canoes (Dholuo, Yiyi) made of rough boards sewn together
with grass fibre and caulked with mud. There are prob/l.bly about
1,000 canoes in each District (Central and South Kavirondo). They
are propelled with single bladed paddles (Ngai).

The following are the names and population of the Locations in
these two Districts which /l.ctually border on the Lake shore from the
Sio River on the Uganda border on the North of the Gulf to Mohuru
on the Tanganyika border on the South side:-

CENTRAL KAVIRONDO.
Name of Location.

Samia
Kadimu
Sakwa
Uyoma
Asembo
Seme
Kisumu
West Kano
Nyakach

162,000
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SOUTH KAVIRONDO.

Karachonya
Kochia
Kaniada
Kasigunga
Kaksingiri
GW.!lsi
Karungu
Kadem
Mohuru
Rusinga (Island) ...
Mfwangano (Island)

21,105
7,827
9,579
2,442
1,468
5,390
2,569

11,145
771

2,099
1,792

65,682

B:aIEF ACCOUNT OF VISIT TO KACH BAY.

The following short account of ~ trip round Kach Bay and up the
}liriu river may be of interest as showing different me£hods of fishing
followed by the Lake shore Jaluo. I had arranged with the son of
Chief Amimo of Kanu to go and see the fillh being taken out of .the
basket traps at the weir,s at the mouth of the Kibos river and at
6-80 a.m. on M.!lYthe 29th started off from the Dhow Pier with B.
in the Government Motor Boat. It took us about one hour to get
to the mouth of the river and on the way we saw the fishing fleet
coming back with the night's catch to Nanga fillhing station. We ran
the motor boat a few yards up the river mouth and landed and the
boy lit ~ fire and prepared breakfast. While waiting we watched the
various fish-eating birds which were very numerous. The ordinary
Darter Anhinja rufa (Dholuo, Osoo) was there in large numbers. Thill
bird goes right down under the wlJ,ter after the fi1!h. It is said t.p
capture the Fulu, Adel, and Osoga. An occasional cormorant
(Dholui, Kwasi) wall to be seen and one or two storks (Dholuo, Okol)
while numerous birds like seagulls and toons (Dholuo, Sialo) were
flying about and occasionally dipping down into the water to capture
Jl small fish.

The most remarkable birds however were the pelicans, Pelicanu.,
onoCTotalu3 (Dholuo, Mbuzi) which were floating quietly a~out and
occasionally dipping their enormous beaks into the water ,and then
raising them skyward to allow the unfortunate victim to slip down
their throat more easily. Large numbers of kingfishers, CeryZe rudiB
and CorythorniB criBtatu8 (Dholuo, KlJ,lamendi) were also seen. The
empty shells of numerous fresh water snails (Dholuo, Ogongolo)
strewed the shore, which was very sandy. While we were waiting a
native brought up a ,small fish trap (Dholuo, Musathi) which he hllod
jUl!t taken out of a ditch running into the Lake. This contained five
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7th "
8th "

9th "
lUt1l "

small fish: two Adel about four inches long, two Sire and one Ningu.
We were also shown two 'small eels (Akunga). When breakfast was
finished we wIlolkedup to aee the big weir across the river. It was
about 50 yards from the mouth and stretched from bank to bank in
a zig-zag line. It was made of rough poles driven into the sandy
bottom of the river which was very sluggish at this point. Numerous
gaps had been left in the barrier and above every gap facing down
stream was fastened a fish trap (Musathi) of which there were about
30 or 40 in all. By thia time numerous natives had collected together
and several rj1fta had been brought down to assist in lifting up the

tra.ps. The,se rafts were of ,several kinds. One kind conaisted of longthin poles of very light ambatch (Dhofuo, Mburi) wood fastened
together. This wood, whe;n dry, is as light as cork and is used for
floats for the Mugondo, or stationary lines, and also by the Mohuru
natives for floating their hippopotftmi harpoons. The second raft was
a large square frame about 12 ft. by 5 ft. made of poles fastened
together three deep by iron rods. The floor appeared to be mad~ of
some sort of mj1tting. This raft, as it appeared to be the safest, we
chose tostj1nd on while watching the fish traps being taken up. The
raft was tied up to the top side of the weir while two natives went
into the water which waa up to their shoulders and unfastened the
traps one by one. When they were undone the native who was with
us on the raft pulled the trap out of the water with the mouth up
and the fish. that were inside slipped to the end of the cone. When
he got it on the raft he turned it the other way up and th,e fish could
then be pulled out where the inner b/l.sket was fastened to the outer
one at the mouth. The fiah were then put into a receptacle of matting
work for safe keeping called Ngaha. We watched 20 of these baskets
being taken out and the following is a record of the catch in each
basket. I was informed that these catches were very very small
compared with what it'!usually taken in the months when fish are
plentiful.

It is noteworthy that only one of the 20 baskets drew a complete
blank and in one other both the fish Ngege were dead.

1st trap 1 Mumi 11th trap '" 5 Ngege
2nd" 2 Ngege 12th" 1 Ngege
3rd" 1 Ngege 13th" 9 Ngege
4th" 1 Ngege 14th" 3 Ngege
5th" ." 1 Ngege 15th", 1 Ngege
6th" .' " 1 Mbiru 16th" 8 Ngege

1 Ningu 17th" Empty
1 Ngege 18th" 2 Ngege
1 Sire 1 Mbiru
8 Ngege 19th" 1 Ngege
l_Ngege 20th" 1 Ngege
2 Ngege
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" The total catch ()f the 20 traps was therefore 88 Ngege, 1 Mumi,
2:~iru, 1 Ningu, and 1 Sire, i.e., 43 fish in all.

, 'wElleft the Ribos river at 9-30 and went on towards the end of
Kach Bay seeing numerous fish -eating birds on the way.

LINE WITH MULTIPLE HOOKS.

There were also quite a number of natives in canoes and one of
these to whom we spoke was working a long line called by the Jaluo
Mugondo. This is a very long line weighted at one end with a stone.
At intervals along it are hooks fastened to the mllin line by short
lengths of thinner line and baited with pieces of fish mostly Fulu. It
is also buoyed at intervals by floats of ambatch (Mburi) wood. The
native in the canoe holds the other end. The hooks of some of these
lines we saw were the ordinary barbed variety bought in the shops but
one man had barbless hooks evidently locally made.

They were very sharp and curved almost into a complete circle,
while the point waa -slightly bent to one side. I tried to buy this line
from the owner but he refused to part with it.

WEIRS AND TRAPS, NOT IN RIVERS.

Along the shore and -end of Rach Bay, near the mouth of the
Nyando river, we saw two other varieties of fish weirs called by the
Jaluo Osageru and Bw~nza, something on the principle of the river
weir (Kek).

The Osageru resembles a m.!tze and is made of papyrus stalks
(Dholuo, Togo) driven into the bottom of the Lake and fastened
together and forming a barrier through which the fish cannot pass.
As far as I can discover the fish in the course of their peregrinations
meet this barrier and mov-e along it until they get caught in a suitably
placed basket trap (Musathi). The Osageru is as often as not entirely
below the surface of the water and just outside the mouth of the
Miriu River we came across a canoe ltnd a raft containing two and one
man respectively engaged in building this form of trap. We were
~nformed that a fourth man was working on the Lake ~ttom P~8hin,8'
10 the papyrus stalks. He eventually came up for aIr and It Wlloll
amazing the amount of time he spent underneath.

TRAPS AND ARTIFroIAL R'D'Ns.

The Bwanza is also made of papyrus atalb. It is & small barrier
built across little channels cut into the papyrus swamps or scoop,ed
out of the Elandy-shore either on the side of the Lake or on the river
bank.

, A ,small gap is left in the barrier, and basket trap,s are placed 0;0
the Bias aWay frt)m the Lake or river as the, en'&! may 1:k. ~ tmh
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['hoto uy C. ill. Dobbs.

FISH FROM KA VIRONDO GULF.

1. Seu (Bag1"Us docmac).
2. Kamongo (P rotopte1'Us cetkiopicus).

3. l\lumi (Clmias mosambiacus).

4. Ngege ('l'itapia sp). 5. 1\lbiru ('l'ilapia vaTiabilis).
6. Suma (M oT1nYTus sp.).

7. Fwani (Bm'bus 1'Odicliffi). 8. Fulu (H aplochTomis sp.).

9. Sire (Schilbe sp.). 10. OsondogoTo (HaplochTomis sp.).
11. Ondhuri (Gnathonemus longibi7·bis).



trying to work their way into these channels get caught in the traps.
On leaving the end of Kach Bay we made for the mouth of the Miriu
river. On the way we were much interested in the perform./1noos of
a kingfisher (Oeryle rudis) which flew for some time parallel to the boat
and a considerable height above the water. At intervals it would spot
a fish, poise itself for a second or two, then drop like a stone
perpendicularly into the Lake beak first with a splash, to rise again
almost immediately and continue its flight. The Miriu is known

higher up as the Kipsonoi and Sando, but is called the Miriu when itpasses through the gorge in the escarpment and comes out into the
Lake plain. From there it runs through the level country at first
between high solid banks, but as It nears the Lake these disappear and
are succeeded by dense papyrua swamps. The channel is exceedingly
tortuous, in some cases nearly doubling back on itself, and the total
distance from the gorge to the Lake is about seven miles. We took
the boat about five or six miles up till we grounded on Jl, sandy spot
after which We returned down stream. Several crocodiles (Dholuo,
Nuang) were sighted on the way up and one varanUa (Kalaguena) which
is said to eat fish. When we 'started to float down with the engine
running very quietly, we S'l1W more crocodiles lying out on the mud
banks, especially on the higher reaches of' the river.

These reptiles must destroy vast quantities of fish and aa very
few of them are shot they are presumably increasing. It took about
an hour to get hack to the mouth of the river and two hams from there
to Kisumu. I saw no otters (Dholuo, Mandoholo) on this trip. Some
years llgo I saw two awimming in the Miriu river.

The following are the names of the various fish found in the Lake,
with a brief description of each of those I have seen. The list has no
olaim to be exhaustive.

(1) SUMA. A big fish with a nOSe and mouth like a trunk.
Inhabits the Lake. It is not very popular.as food. It is
rllrely taken in nets or on hooks. A few are taken in traps.
Scales very small. Has firm flesh. The nativea think that

. they get itch from eating it. -MormYT'U6 sp.
(2) NGEGE. A ca.rp-like fish. Firm flesh which lasts well. This

is the principal food fiah of the Kavirondo Gulf and is sent to

Nairobi in dZSiderabl~ quan'bities. It is extrernely like the:MlfitI.1 •.. -TiltJpia ttp.
(8) MBIBU. A. good eJlotingfish and very difficult to distinguish

from the Ngege. The only difference appear,s to be that it is
a bit darker and the tops of theapine are reddish. It does
.notkeep ~sh so long. A small variety of this fish, possibly
ita fry. jj oalJ.e\i o'b'u\ii. -Tlbpitz 'lJftrit£f1M8.
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(4) KAMONGO(Swahili, Mamba). This is the Lung fish Protop
terus athiopicU8. It is a mud fish and can live out of water
in mud for months. The natives are fond of this fish. It
breeds in P!l.pyrus swamp. When caught it utters a grunting
sound. It is not eaten by Mohammedans. Lives in Lake
and rivers.

(5) FuLU. A small flsh. Lives in Lake and rivers.
-Haplochromi88p. ?

(6) SEU. A spined barbel. Has a big mouth with whiskers.
Eats other fish. Grows very large. Takes meat or fish bait.
Not very popular !l.Sfood. Caught in the Lake. Not a very
important fish. Only a few caught. -Bagrus docmac.

(7) FWANI. A yellow fish with big scales found often in rivers.
Known as the Kisinja. This is the fish caught at the Jin,ja
Falls. A true Barbus. Inhabits the Lake and large rivers.
Very bony and poor food. -Barbu8 Radcliffi.

(8) ONDHURI. Found in Lake and rivers. Has a curious fleshy
probosoIs on the lower jaw. -Gnathonemus longibirbia.

(9) OKOKO. No scales. Spotted. Upright fin on bac)!. About
9·12 inches. Found in Lake and rivers. Edible.

(10) MUMI. The barbel of South Africa. Called in Swahili
Kambare. Has a very flat head and grows very large. Eaten
only by Africans. Eats other fish. Of no commercial
importance. A mud fish. Will take bait.

-Olarias mosambiacu •.

(11) NINGU. Has ,scales and is very bony. Only eaten by natives
Caught in the Lake. The mouth is underneath.

(12) SIRE. Found in Lake and rivers. Edible. Has two deep
depressions on each side and a hump on top. Has a shovel
mouth. Something like a herring. Probably Schilbe mystus.
Known !l.lso as the Butter fish. Breeds in the papyrus.
Seldom caught in nets. Generally in fish traps. Said to be
quite the best eftting fish of Kavirondo waters, but not caught
in commercial quantities and probably would not travel well.
In season takes bait. \Vhen cured and smoked not unlike
dried red herring. -Schilbe.

(13) OSONDOGORO.A scaly fish like !l.John Dory. Found in the
Lake. Edible. -Haplochromis sp. ?

(g) OSOGA. A small silvery fish. Caught along the Lake shore
with rod and line. Edible. -Aleste8 nurse

(15) NTHIRA. Said to be the young of the Mumi. Very like the
Nyawino but lighter.
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(16)

(17)
(18)

(19)
(20)
(21)

NYAWINO.Like the Nthira but does not grow big and is of
a darker colour. Inhabits the Lake and riv.ers. Edible.
NDERA. Small Deh found in the rivers.
OMENA. A very smlloll silvery Dsh caught in 'traps in the
Lake. -E,ngrauU cypris.
OYORA. Said to be the young of tlie Ngege.
OBUDI. Said to be the young of the ~iru.
ADEL. A small scaled fish of .silvery colour about four inches

'long.

There are other Dsh which I have not been able to see and cannot
describe, but they are said to live in the Lake and rivers and to be
edible. The names given 1).re: Otenda, Adendi, Otengo, Nyangoro,
Obu.

I have also seen small eels (Okunga), about a foot long, caught
in the Lake. Crabs (Okela) and Oysters, and fresh wp.ter tortoise
(Opuk) are also found.

For a good dellolof the material embodied in this article I am
indebted to reports made some years ago by Dr. Orloff and Mr.
Blaney Percival and also for figures and information supplied by the
Administrative Officers in Central and South Kavirondo and the
Superintendent of Inland Revenue and Conservl'Lncy. The native
names given are Dholuo (i.e., the language spoken by th~ Jaluo
Kavirondo except where otherwise stated.
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